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Abstract. For groups that satisfy the Isomorphism Conjecture in lower K-theory, we show that

the cokernel of the forget-control K0-groups is composed by the NK0-groups of the finite subgroups.

Using this information, we can calculate the exponent of each element in the cokernel in terms of

the torsion of the group.
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1. Introduction

Farrell-Jones Isomorphism conjecture states that certain geometrically significant spectra can be

computed from the corresponding spectra of the virtually infinite subgroups of the fundamental

group of the space. Such spectra are the K., L., A. and the pseudoisotopy spectrum.

In this paper we restrict our attention to groups that satisfy the Isomorphism Conjecture for

lower K-groups. This class of groups includes many groups with interesting geometric properties

([6]).

Our approach is to define the controlled K-groups of a group as the part of the K-theory that

can be detected by the K-theory of the finite subgroups. The controlled K-theory satisfies certain

homological properties ([12], [1]). We will concentrate on the “other” part of the K-theory i.e. the

cokernel of the forgetful map from the controlled K-groups to K-groups.

Theorem (Main Theorem). Let Γ be a group that satisfies the Isomorphism Conjecture in lower

K-theory. Then the cokernel of the forget-control map on K0-groups is generated by the NK0-groups

of finite groups that are bases for the virtually infinite cyclic subgroups of Γ.

The method of the proof is based on the reduction of the problem to the computations on

the cokernel of the forget control map for virtually infinite cyclic groups. The assumption on Γ

implies that there is a Quinn-type spectral sequence with E2-term depending on the K-theory of

the virtually infinite cyclic subgroups of Γ. On the other hand, a similar spectral sequence that

depends on the K-theory of the finite subgroups of Γ computes the controlled K-groups. The

comparison of the two spectral sequences shows that the cokernel of the forgetful map on K0-

groups, can be computed from the cokernels of the forgetful maps on the K-groups of the virtually

infinite cyclic subgroups. But such a cokernel consists of NK0-groups of the finite subgroups ([9]).

Such a calculation allows us to determine the exponents of these elements using the results of [5].

The interest of the two authors on the cokernel of the forgetful map arises from problems in

equivariant topology. It is known ([15], [14]) that the topological equivariant lower K-groups can

be computed as the cokernel of the forgetful map. Computations of the exponent of such groups

1 Supported in part by a Research Grant from FAPERJ.
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has applications in the study of equivariant rigidity problems ([4]). In [4] and [10], the cokernel

of the forget-control map was connected to the equivariant topological K-groups. In both cases,

the assumption on Γ was that its finite quotient was a group of odd order. The result of the main

theorem allows us to obtain information on the equivariant topological groups from the torsion of

the group itself and not its quotient.

The second author would like to thank the Department of Mathematics at the University of

Notre Dame for the hospitality in December 1999, when this work took its final form.

2. Preliminaries

We will review the construction of homotopy colimits. A concise reference is [16]. Our approach

will also use the definitions and calculations in [8]. All the functors will be covariant. A category

C is called topological if the morphism sets are topological spaces and the composition maps are

continuous. Notice that if F : C → D is a continuous functor between topological categories, then

DF : Cop×D → Spaces

defined by DF (c, d) = MorD(F (c), d) on objects (and with the obvious way on morphisms) is a

continuous functor. Let X : C → Spaces, Y : Cop → Spaces be two continuous functors. A

simplicial set B(Y, C, X) (called the bar construction) is defined in [8] such that the n-cells are:

Bn(Y, C, X) = {(y, f1, . . ., fn, x); f1◦. . .◦fn∈MorC(c, c
′), x∈X(c), y∈Y (c′)}.

If Y : Cop×D → Spaces, then B(Y, C, X) can be considered as a functor B(Y, C, X) : D → Spaces

Bn(Y, C, X)(d) = {(y, f1, . . ., fn, x); f1◦. . .◦fn∈MorC(c, c
′), x∈X(c), y∈Y (c′, d)}.

Definition 2.1. Let X : C → Spaces be a continuous functor. The homotopy colimit of X is

defined by

hcolimCX = B(∗, C, X).

Remark 2.2. (1) Let Spectra be the category of spectra with morphisms strict maps of spectra

([1], [16]). If X has values in the category of spectra then hcolimCX is a spectrum ([16]). In

this case the pointed version of the bar construction is used.

(2) More generally, if Y : Cop×D → Spaces and X : C → Spectra, the bar pointed bar construc-

tion defines a functor B(Y, C, X) : D → Spectra. The construction of [16], §1.2, can be carried

out in this case.

(3) There are different definitions of the homotopy colimit in the literature. There is a comparison

scheme given in [16].

Let K be an abstract simplicial complex and B = |K| its geometric realization. Let p : E → B

be a stratified system of fibrations ([12], [6]) and S. a spectrum-valued homotopy functor on the

category of spaces. We denote by H.(B;S.(p)) the Quinn homology spectrum associated to p

and by H∗(B;S.(p)) the homotopy groups of the spectrum. The main calculational tool for the

homology for such homology groups is an Atiyah-Hirtzebruch type spectral sequence:

E2
i,j = Hi(B;πjS.(p)) ⇒ Hi+j(B,S.(p)).

In many instances, we will be dealing with a special kind of stratified systems of fibrations. Let

cat(K) be the category associated to the simplicial complex K i.e. the category with objects
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the simplices of K and one morphism from σ to τ if σ is a face of τ . It is classical that if

c : catop(K) → Spaces is the constant functor with value a single point, then hcolimcat(K)opc = |K|.

Definition 2.3. The map p has a hocolim structure if there is a functor F : cat(K)op → Spaces

such that

(1) E = hcolimF.

(2) p = hcolimν where ν is the natural transformation from F to c.

Remark 2.4. When the map p has a homotopy colimit structure then the Quinn homology spectrum

has a more recognizable definition ([1], [16], Theorem 2.2)

H.(B;S.(p)) = hcolimcat(K)op(S.◦F).

Let X be any connected CW-complex with π1(X) = π and universal cover X̃ . We write Cπ
for the class of finite subgroups and Gπ for the class of virtually infinite cyclic subgroups of π.

We denote by ECπ and EGπ the corresponding classifying spaces for the given class of subgroups

([6], Appendix). Write BCπ, respectively BGπ, for their orbit spaces under the action of π. The

projections maps induce commutative diagrams:

X̃×πECπ ←−−− X̃×πECπ
f ′

−−−→ X
y p′

y
y

∗ ←−−− BCπ −−−→ ∗

X̃×πEGπ ←−−− X̃×πEGπ
f

−−−→ X
y p

y
y

∗ ←−−− BGπ −−−→ ∗

The left commutative squares induce maps, called assembly maps:

AC : H.(BCπ;S.(p′)) → S.(X̃×πECπ)

AG : H.(BGπ;S.(p)) → S.(X̃×πEGπ)

The isomorphism conjecture states that for S. equal to the K-spectrum, the L-spectrum, the A-

spectrum or the pseudoisotopy spectrum, the composition

S.(f)◦AG : H.(BGπ;S.(p)) → S.(X)

is a homotopy equivalence. In [6], the isomorphism conjecture has been proved for a large class of

groups for the pseudoisotopy spectrum. That implies that for the K-spectrum, the map S.(f)◦AG

induces an isomorphism on lower (i ≤ 1) homotopy groups.

Definition 2.5. We define the S.-controlled spectrum of X by

S.(X) = H.(BCπ;S.(p′)).

We call its homotopy groups the S-controlled groups of a space X i.e.

Si(X)c = Hi(BCπ;S.(p′)).

Remark 2.6. (1) If ECπ and EGπ are given, then the product ECπ×EGπ, with the diagonal π-

action, is a space of type ECπ ([6], Appendix).
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(2) The universal properties of the classifying spaces for different classes of subgroups provides us

with a unique map (up to π-homotopy) u : ECπ → EGπ. The map u induces a commutative

diagram

Eπ×πECπ
idEπ×u
−−−−→ Eπ×πEGπ

p′

y
yp

BCπ
u′

−−−→ BGπ

In Farrell-Jones ([6], Appendix) the map induced by u on the Quinn homology spectra is

denoted by AC,G and it is called the relative assembly map.

Our main interest is for the case when X = BΓ for some discrete group Γ. In this case, S.(f) is an

isomorphism and the isomorphism conjecture can be reduced to showing the AG is an isomorphism

or equivalently, that the map induced by f on the Quinn homology spectrum:

H(f) : H.(BGΓ;S.(p′)) → S.(X)

is a homotopy equivalence. We write Si(Γ)c for Si(X)c in this case. Also, the maps p and p′ have a

homotopy colimit structure ([16], Lemma 4.1). The functor F′ : cat(BCΓ)op → Spaces that induces

the hocolim structure is given by F′(τ) = (p′)−1(τ̂ ), the inverse image of the barycenter of the

simplex. A similar construction applies to the space BGΓ. The functor F : cat(BGΓ)op → Spaces

is given by F(σ) = p−1(σ̂), as before. The details of the construction are given in [16].

Remark 2.7. (1) We state the motivation of our definition for the controlled S-groups. Let Γ be

a virtually torsion-free group i.e. there is an exact sequence

1 → Γ0 → Γ → G → 1

with Γ0 torsion-free and G finite. Let M be a CW-complex of type ECΓ. Then the lower

(i ≤ 1) reduced controlled K-group of Γ defined above is isomorphic to the summand of

K̃
PL

i,G(M/Γ0)c corresponding to the pair (M,σ(M)) (here σ(M)) denotes the singular set of M

([4], [10], [14], [15]).

(2) There is a Quinn spectral sequence that computes the controlled S.-theory:

E2
i,j = Hi(EGΓ;πjS.(p′)) ⇒ Si+j(Γ)c

and the coefficients depend only on the S.-theory of the finite subgroups of Γ.

We are interested in the K-theory spectrum. We write

K̃i(Γ) =





Ki(ZΓ) for i > 1

Wh(Γ) for i = 1

K̃0(ZΓ) for i = 0

Ki(ZΓ) for i ≤ 0

Let K̃. be a functor from spaces to spectra such that

πi(K̃.(X)) ∼= K̃i(π(X)), for i ≤ 1.

Such a functor exists ([11], [12]).
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Definition 2.8. A group Γ is called a Farrell-Jones group for lower K-theory if the map determined

by f

H.(EGΓ; K̃.(p))
H(f)
−−−→ K̃.(BΓ)

induces an isomorphism on πi for i ≤ 1. For simplicity, we call such a group a Farrell-Jones group.

Remark 2.9. (1) The general philosophy is that if a group has some reasonable geometric property

then it is a Farrell-Jones group. Thus if a group Γ is a discrete subgroup of isometries

of R
n equipped with a Riemannian metric of non-positive curvature (with some mild extra

conditions) then it is a Farrell-Jones group.

(2) Combining the definition with Quinn’s spectral sequence we derive that, if Γ satisfies the

isomorphism conjecture, there is a spectral sequence

E2
i,j = Hi(EGΓ;πjK̃.(p)) ⇒ K̃i+j(Γ), for i + j ≤ 1.

and the coefficients depend only on the K-theory of the virtually infinite cyclic subgroups of

Γ.

3. Change of Control

We will describe the controlled K-groups as Quinn homology groups over the space BGΓ. For

this, we will use Quinn’s “change of control” spectral sequence. But first we will give an explicit

description of the Quinn homology groups using homotopy colimits (Remark 2.4).

Let u′ : BCΓ → BGΓ be the natural simplicial map. The map u′ is well-defined up to homotopy.

So we fix a choice of u′. Then u′ induces a functor U ′ : cat(BCΓ)op → cat(BGΓ)op. Let F′ :

cat(BCΓ)op → Spaces, given by F′(τ) = (p′)−1(τ̂), be the functor that induces the homotopy

colimit structure on p′ ([16], 4.1). For any simplex σ in cat(BGΓ)op, we write U ′↓σ for the over

category of σ. In this case the category U ′↓σ can be identified with the subcategory of cat(BCΓ)op

consisting of all the simplices τ such that σ is a face of u′(τ). Let F′
σ : U ′↓σ → Spaces be the

restriction F′|(U ′↓σ). Let

h : cat(BGΓ)op → Spaces, h(σ) = B(∗, U ′↓σ,F′
σ).

Notice that the image of h is our model for the homotopy colimit i.e. h(σ) = hcolimU ′↓σF
′
σ. We

will now establish a different representation of h.

Lemma 3.1. The two functors are equal

B(cat(BGΓ)op, cat(BCΓ)op,F′) = h.

Proof. We will just follow the definitions. The set of n-simplices of the first functor is given by

{(y; f1, . . ., fn;x) : fn◦ . . . ◦f1∈Morcat(BCΓ)op(τ, τ ′), x∈F′(τ), y∈Morcat(BGΓ)op(U ′(τ ′), σ)}

Because of the structure of the categories, the above set is equal to

{(∗; f1, . . ., fn;x) : fn◦. . .◦f1 : τ → τ ′, τ ′∈U ′↓σ, x∈F′(τ)}.

But if τ ′ belongs to the over-category U ′↓σ and there is a morphism from τ to τ ′ in cat(BCΓ)op, τ

also belongs to U ′↓σ. Then the last set is exactly the set of n-simplices in h(σ).
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Corollary 3.2. Let S. be any homotopy functor from spaces to spectra. Then there is an equality

of functors from the category cat(BGΓ)op to spectra

B(cat(BGΓ)op, cat(BCΓ)op,S.◦F′) = S.◦h.

The calculations done so far can be put together in describing the homotopy colimits that appear

in our calculations of Quinn homology.

Proposition 3.3. The two spectra are naturally equivalent

hcolimcat(BCΓ)op(S.◦F′) ∼= hcolimcat(BGΓ)op(S.◦h).

Proof. The result follows from the more general result, the homotopy pushdown theorem of spectra

([8], 5.5). The theorem states that

hcolimcat(BCΓ)op(S.◦F′) ∼= hcolimcat(BGΓ)opB(cat(BGΓ)op, cat(BCΓ)op,S.◦F′).

The result follows from Corollary 3.2.

We will apply the previous results to our setting. We start by choosing the appropriate “change

of control” map. The choice for EGΓ used is the one given in the Appendix of [6]. It is the

realization of a complex with n-simplex given by a sequence

σ = g0G0(g1G1, g2G2, . . . , gnGn)

with Gi∈GΓ such that g−1
i Gi−1gi ⊂ Gi for i = 1, . . . , n. The face operator is given by

∂iσ =





g0g1G1(g2G1, . . . , gnGn), i = 0

g0G0(g1G1, . . . , gi−1Gi−1, gigi+1Gi+1, gi+1Gi+1, . . . , gnGn), 0 < i < n

g0G0(g1G1, . . . , gn−1Gn−1), i = n.

The group Γ acts on EGΓ by

γσ = (γg0)G0(g1G1, g2G2, . . . , gnGn), for γ∈Γ.

The classifying space of the category cat(EGΓ)op is isomorphic as a simplicial set to the first derived

subdivision EG ′Γ of EGΓ. The groups Γ acts on EG ′Γ by acting on each simplex ina chain i.e. if

σ = [σ0 > σ1 · · · > σn] is a simplex in EG ′Γ and γ∈Γ, γσ = [γσ0 > γσ1 · · · > γσn]. Thus, for

each simplex σ of EGΓ the classifying space of the over category of the identity functor Id↓σ is a

subcomplex of the EG ′Γ. Let Γσ be the isotropy group of σ. Then the action of Γ induces an action

of Γσ on Id↓σ and on its classifying space |Id↓σ|. In the next lemma we proove the equivariant

properties of the last complex.

Lemma 3.4. Let Id : cat(EGΓ)op → cat(EGΓ)op be the identity functor. Let σ be a simplex of

EGΓ with isotropy group Γσ. Then the classifying space of the over-category Id↓σ, with the action

induced by the action of Γσ on the objects, is a space of type EGΓσ
.

Proof. Let σ = g0G0(g1G1, g2G2, . . . gnGn) with Γσ = g0G0g
−1
0 . Let τ = g′0G

′
0(g

′
1G

′
1, g

′
2G

′
2, . . . g

′
kG′

k)

be an object in Id↓σ. Then τ contains σ as a face. Thus Γτ is a subgroup of Γσ. If τ = τ0 > τ1 >

· · · > τn is a simplex in |Id↓σ| then Γτ = Γτ0 which is a subgroup of Γσ. Thus all the isotropy

groups of simplices in Id↓σ belong to GΓσ
. Let H∈Γσ. We will show that the fixed point set of the

H-action on |Id↓σ| is contractible. Actually, the idea presented in [6], p. 287, works in this case. In

other words, the contraction defined there restricts to a contraction of the space |Id↓σ|. We give the
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details of the construction. Let s be the contracting homotopy on EGH
Γ that is constructed in [6],

p. 287. More specifically, for a k-simplex τ = h0H0(h1H1, . . . , hkHk) fixed by H, a k + 1-simplex

is constructed

s(h0H0(h1H1, . . . , hkHk)) = H(h0H0, h1H1, . . . , hkHk)

with one zero face the 0-simplex H. The construction s defines the contraction to H. We construct

the contraction of |Id↓σ|H in two steps. In the first step we define for an k-simmplex τ = [τ0 >

τ1 > · · · > τk] in |Id↓σ| an k + 1-simplex

Sτ = [sτ0 > τ0 > τ1 > · · · > τk].

Then ∂0Sτ = τ and S commutes with the boundary maps. Thus S defines a homotopy that

contracts each simplex τ to sτ0. In the second step, notice that there is an 1-simplex [sτ0 > sσ]

from the last 0-simplex to the 0-simplex sσ (notice that, since H fixes σ, sσ is a simplex in Id↓σ).

The composition of the homotopies determined by the simplices above defines a contraction of

|Id↓σ|H to the 0-simplex sσ.

Let ECΓ be chosen, for example by applying the same construction on the class CΓ. Then a

different model for ECΓ is the product ECΓ×EGΓ with the diagonal action of Γ. That is the model

we will use in this section and we denote it by E ′CΓ. Let u : E′CΓ → EGΓ be the projection

map. Then u induces a functor U : cat(E ′CΓ)op → cat(EGΓ)op. The change of control map

u′ : BCΓ → BGΓ is induced by the projection to the second space. The simplicial map u′ induces

a functor U ′ : cat(BCΓ)op → cat(BGΓ)op. Here the simplicial structure on the quotients is induced

by the simplicial structure of the classifying spaces.

Let [σ] be a cell in BGΓ, the orbit of a cell σ of EGΓ. Then [σ] is an object in cat(BGΓ)op.

Let U ′↓[σ] be the over-category of [σ] which, in this case, is equivalent to the subcategory of

cat(BCΓ)op consisting of those simplices [τ ] whose image, under u′, contains [σ]. The next lemma

gives a different characterization of the over category.

Lemma 3.5. Let σ be a simlpex in EGΓ with isotropy group Γσ.

(1) The geometric realization of the over category U↓σ, with the induced action, is a space of type

ECΓσ
.

(2) The geometric realization of U ′↓[σ] is a space of type BCΓσ
.

Proof. For Part (1), notice that U↓σ can be described as the subcategory of cat(E ′CΓ)op consisting

of those simplices τ such that u(τ) contains σ. Here we identify the simplices with the objects of

the corresponding categories. Since the map u is the projection, τ = τ ′×σ′ with τ ′ a simplex of ECΓ
and σ′ a simplex of EGΓ containing σ. The subcategory of all those simplices can be identified with

cat(ECΓ)op×(Id↓σ). Notice that Γσ acts on the set of objects of the last category and it preserves

the ordering. That induces an action on the geometric realization E of the category. The complex

E is the product of the geometric realization ECΓ of cat(ECΓ)op and Eσ of Id↓σ. The result follows

from Lemma 3.4.

The second part of the proof follows from the relations

|U ′↓[σ]| = ECΓ×Γ|U↓σ|/Γ
∼=
−→ ECΓ×Γσ

|U↓σ|.

The first equality follows from the definitions. The homeomorphism is given my [x, γy] 7→ [x, y].
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Theorem 3.6. There is a spectral sequence

E2
i,j = HΓ

i (EGΓ;Kj(G)c) ⇒ K̃i+j(Γ)c for i + j ≤ 1 (∗)

where the E2-term denotes Bredon homology and G is in GΓ.

Proof. We use the result of Proposition 3.3. There are homotopy equivalences

H.(BCΓ; K̃.(p′)) ∼= hcolimcat(BCΓ)op(K̃.◦F′)

∼= hcolimcat(BGΓ)op(K̃.◦h).

The functor F′
σ induces a homotopy colimit structure to the map:

p′σ : (p′)−1(|U ′↓[σ]|) = EΓ×Γσ
(ECΓ×|U↓σ|)

p′|
−→ |U ′↓[σ]|.

Thus, using the definitions,

K̃.◦h([σ]) = hcolimU ′↓[σ](K̃.◦F′)

= H.(|U ′↓[σ]|; K̃.(p′σ))

= H.(BCΓσ
; K̃.(p′σ))

= K̃.(Γσ)c

Taking homotopy groups we can have that

πj(K̃.◦h([σ])) = K̃j(Γσ)c.

Now we can complete the argument as in [16]. Let E : AbGroups → Spectra be the Eilenberg-

MacLane spectrum and P : cat(EGΓ)op → cat(BGΓ)op be the functor induced by the quotient map

EGΓ → BGΓ. Let O(Γ) denote the orbit category of the group Γ and I : cat(EGΓ)op → O(Γ) be

the functor I(σ) = Γ/Γσ. We also denote by

Mj : O(Γ)→ AbGroups Mj(Γ/H) = K̃j(H)c

M ′
j : cat(BGΓ)op → AbGroups M ′

j([σ]) = K̃j(Γσ)c

On morphisms the functors are defined using the induction maps ([4]). The functor M ′
∗ is well-

defined because K̃. is a homotopy invariant functor ([16], Lemma 4.3). Also, by Lemma 4.4 in [16],

there is a natural isomorphism MjI ∼= M ′◦P . There is a spectral sequence

E2
i+j = Hi(BCΓ;πj(K̃.(p′))) ⇒ K̃i+j(Γ)c, for i + j ≤ 1.

The E2-term is defined as (E denotes the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum):

Hi(BCΓ;πj(K̃.(p′))) = πi(hcolimcat(BCΓ)op(E◦πj(K̃.)◦F′)

= πi(hcolimcat(BGΓ)op(E◦πj(K̃.)◦h) (Proposition 3.3)

= πi(hcolimcat(BGΓ)opEM ′
j)

∼= πi(hcolimcat(EGΓ)opE(MjI)) ([16], Proposition 4.5)

= HΓ
i (EGΓ;M) ([16], Corollary 3.5)

(1)

Because the isotropy groups of the simplices are in GΓ, the result follows.
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For Γ a Farrell-Jones group, there is a spectral sequence

E2
i,j = Hi(BGΓ;πjK̃.(p)) ⇒ K̃i+j(Γ), for i + j ≤ 1.

The main result in [16] also implies that the E2-term of the spectral sequence can be expressed as

Bredon homology i.e.

E2
i,j = HΓ

i (EGΓ; K̃j(G)) ⇒ K̃i+j(Γ), for i + j ≤ 1 (∗∗).

We would like to compare the last spectral sequence with the spectral sequence of Theorem 3.6.

Proposition 3.7. The forget-control map K̃j(G)c → K̃j(G) induces a map on the E2-terms of the

spectral sequences (*) and (**). The later map induces the forget-control map K̃i+j(Γ)c → K̃i+j(Γ)

to the E∞-terms.

Proof. We fix the notation. Let [σ] be a simplex in BGΓ. Then we write

p′σ : (p′)−1(U ′↓[σ]) = EΓ×Γσ
(ECΓ×|U↓[σ]|)

p′|
−→ |U ′↓[σ]|

pσ : p−1(Id↓[σ]) = EΓ×Γσ
|Id↓σ|

p|
−→ |Id↓[σ]|

Both maps have homotopy colimit structures. The functors again are given by taking the inverse

images of the barycenters of simplices. Since Γσ is a virtually infinite cyclic group and thus it is a

Farrell-Jones group, we have isomorphisms

K̃j(Γσ)c = Hj(|U
′↓[σ]|; K̃.(p′σ)) = πjhcolimcat(|U ′↓[σ]op)K̃.(F′|)

K̃j(Γσ) = Hj(|Id↓[σ]|; K̃.(pσ)) = πjhcolimcat(Id↓[σ]op)K̃.(F|).

Also, the forget control map is induced by the commutative diagram

(p′)−1(U ′↓[σ])
p′σ−−−→ |U ′↓[σ]|

y
y

p−1(Id↓[σ])
pσ
−−−→ |Id↓[σ]|

where the vertical maps are induced by the map u. For the spectral sequence (*), the E 2-term

is given as the homotopy groups of the spectrum hcolimcat(EGΓ)opEMjI, using the notation of the

proof of the previous theorem. Let

Lj : O(Γ)→ AbGroups, Lj(Γ/H) = K̃j(H)

L′
j : cat(BGΓ)op → AbGroups, L′

j([σ]) = K̃j(Γσ)

Also, let

k : cat(BGΓ)op → Spaces, k([σ]) = B(∗, Id↓[σ],F|(Id↓[σ]))

Then the sequence of isomorphisms in Equations (1) can be carried out for the calculations of

hcolimcat(EGΓ)opELjI, whose homotopy groups are isomorphic to the E2-term of the spectral se-

quence (**). We just have to replace the M -functors with the corresponding L-functors and the
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functor h with k. At each stage of the process, the map u induces a map between the corresponding

spectra. Summarizing, there is a commutative diagram, up to homotopy:

hcolimcat(EGΓ)opEMjI −−−→ hcolimcat(ECΓ)opE(πj(K̃.◦F′))
y

y

hcolimcat(EGΓ)opELjI −−−→ hcolimcat(EGΓ)opE(πj(K̃.◦F))

where the vertical maps are induced by u. Thus the map induced by the forget-control map on

E2-terms is the same as the map induced by the right vertical map in the diagram. But the last

maps induces the forget-control map on the E∞-terms. The result follows.

We need more information about the forget control map on virtually infinite cyclic groups. There

are two types of virtually infinite cyclic groups:

– Type (1): Groups that admit an epimorphism to the infinite cyclic group Z with finite kernel.

Then the group G has the form G = HoαZ with H finite.

– Type (2): Groups that admit an epimorphism to the infinite dihedral group D∞ with finite

kernel. Then G = G0 ∗H G1 with H finite and [G0 : H] = [G1 : H] = 2.

Lemma 3.8. let G be a virtually infinite cyclic group. Then the forget control map

φi : K̃i(G)c → K̃i(G), for i ≤ 1,

is a split monomorphism. Furthermore, the cokernel of φi is isomorphic to the corresponding Nil-

groups.

Proof. For both types of virtually infinite cyclic groups, ECG can be chosen to be R with G acting

through the projection to Z (Z acts on R by translations) in the first case and through D∞ (D∞

acts on R by reflections) in the second. Then we get

EG×GR
p′
1−→ R/G = R/Z = S1 (Type (1))

EG×GR
p′
2−→ R/G = R/D∞ = I (Type (2))

In those cases we can use the main result of [9] to get split exact sequences, for i ≤ 1:

0 → K̃i(G)c → K̃i(G) → NKi(ZH,α)⊕NKi(ZH,α−1) → 0 (Type (1))

0 → K̃i(G)c → K̃i(G) → NKi(ZH; Z[G0 \H], Z[G1 \H]) → 0 (Type (2))

The result follows.

In [7], it was shown that K̃i(G) = 0 for G a virtually cyclic group and for all i ≤ −2. Using

the Quinn spectral sequence that computes the controlled K-groups, we see that K̃i(G)c = 0, for

i ≤ −2. Thus the spectral sequences (*) and (**) collapse for j ≤ −2. Computing the other

K-groups of the virtually infinite cyclic groups involves the calculation of Nil-groups. In the first

case, the Nil-groups appearing are the twisted classical Nil-groups, in the second case are lower

Waldhausen’s Nil-groups.

Lemma 3.9. The Nil-groups appearing in the calculations of K−1(G), for G a virtually infinite

cyclic groups vanish.
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Proof. Type (1): Since K−2(G) = 0, there is an exact sequence

K−1(H)
1−α∗−−−→ K−1(H)

i∗−→ K−1(G) → NK−1(ZH,α)⊕NK−1(ZH,α−1) → 0.

In [7] it was shown that K−1(G) is generated by the images of K−1 of its finite subgroups. But

every finite subgroup of G is isomorphic to a finite subgroup of H. Thus i∗ is an epimorphism

which implies that the NK−1-groups vanish.

Type (2): In this case, Waldhausen’s exact sequence ([17], [18]) takes the form

K−1(G0)⊕K−1(G1)
(i0 i1)
−−−−−→ K−1(G) → NK−1(ZH; Z[G0 \H], Z[G1 \H]) → 0.

By the Corollary in [13], p. 36, every finite subgroup of G is contained in a conjugate of G0 or

G1. Since inner automorphisms induce the identity in K-theory, (i0 i1) is an epimorphism, which

implies that the NK−1-group vanishes.

Lemma 3.10. For a virtually cyclic group G, the forget control map

K−1(G)c → K−1(G)

is an isomorphism

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9

Proposition 3.11. Let Γ be a Farrell-Jones group. Then the forget control map

K−1(Γ)c → K−1(Γ)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. The result follows from the collapsing of the spectral sequences (*) and (**) and Lemma

3.10:

K−1(Γ)c ∼= H0(BGΓ;K−1(G)c) ∼= H0(BGΓ;K−1(G)) ∼= K−1(Γ).

Corollary 3.12. The map HΓ
∗ (EGΓ;K−1(G)c) → HΓ

∗ (EGΓ;K−1(G)) induced by the forget-control

map, is an isomorphism.

The next result is about the cokernel of the forget control map on NK0-groups of virtually infinite

cyclic groups. Let G = HoαZ or G = G0 ∗H G1. Let |H| = n with n = pk1

1 . . .pkr
r the decomposition

of n into primes. Let `i, i = 1, . . . r, be integers such that p`i

i ≥ kin, for all i, and set n′ = p`1
1 . . .p`r

r .

Lemma 3.13. Let G be a virtually infinite cyclic group. Then every element in the cokernel of the

forget control map

φ0 : K̃0(G)c → K̃0(G)

has exponent n′. In particular, the set of prime divisors of n′ is equal to the set of prime divisors

of n.

Proof. By Lemma 3.8, the cokernel of the forget control map consists of NK0-groups. The result

follows from [5].
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4. The ‘forget-control’ map on the K̃0-groups

We are now in the position to state and prove the main result.

Theorem 4.1. The forget control map

φ : K̃0(Γ)c → K̃0(Γ)

is a monomorphism. Furthermore, the cokernel of φ is the epimorphic image of the direct sum of

Nil-groups corresponding to the virtually infinite cyclic subgroups of Γ. Also, the set of primes that

divide the exponent of an element in the cokernel of φ, is the set of primes that divide the torsion

of Γ.

Proof. Taking the edge exact sequences of the spectral sequences (*) and (**) we obtain a commu-

tative diagram with exact rows (we write EG (BG) for EGΓ (BGΓ) respectively):

HΓ
2 (EG;K−1(G)c) −−−→ HΓ

0 (EG; K̃0(G)c) −−−→ K̃0(Γ)c −−−→ HΓ
1 (EG;K

1
(G)c) −−−→ 0

y φ0

y φ

y
y

HΓ
2 (EG;K−1(G)) −−−→ HΓ

0 (EG; K̃0(G)) −−−→ K̃0(Γ) −−−→ HΓ
1 (EG;K

1
(G)) −−−→ 0

By Corollary 3.12, the first and the last vertical maps are isomorphisms. Also, the map φ0 is a

split monomorphism. An easy diagram chase shows that φ is a monomorphism and that the

coker(φ0) = coker(φ).

Let Σ be a complete set of orbit representatives of the action of Γ on the zero skeleton of EGΓ.

Then HΓ
0 (EG; K̃0(G)) is a quotient of the direct sum of the K̃0-groups of the isotropy groups of

simplices in Σ. Thus there is an epimorphism
⊕

σ∈Σ

K̃0(Γσ)→ HΓ
0 (EG; K̃0(G)).

A similar result applies to the homology group HΓ
0 (EG; K̃0(G)c). Combining the above observations,

we get a commutative diagram
⊕

σ∈Σ K̃0(Γσ)c −−−→ HΓ
0 (EG; K̃0(G)c)

φ′

y
yφ0

⊕
σ∈Σ K̃0(Γσ) −−−→ HΓ

0 (EG; K̃0(G))

where the vertical maps are induced by the forget-control map. But the cokernel of φ ′ is isomorphic

to a direct sum of Nil-groups (Lemma 3.8). The result follows from Lemma 3.13.

In [4] and [10], the cokernel of the forget-control map was connected to the equivariant topological

K-groups. In both cases, the assumption on Γ was that its finite quotient was a group of odd order.

The assumption implies that Γ does not contain virtually infinite cyclic subgroups of Type (2). Our

result implies that we can replace the assumption on the finite quotient with an assumption of the

group itself. For stating the result, we assume that Γ is a virtually torsion free, discrete cocompact

subgroup of isometries of a non-positively curved (in the sense of Gromov) topological manifold M̃ .

Let

1→ Γ0 → Γ→ G→ 1
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be an exact sequence such that Γ0 is torsion free and G finite. We write M = M̃/Γ0 for the compact

G-manifold induced by the action of Γ0 on M̃ .

Proposition 4.2. Let Γ be a group, as above, that does not have even torsion. With the above

notation, KTop
i,G (M) = 0, for i < 0, and K̃

Top

0,G (M) is a group with odd exponent. In particular,

Ĥ∗(Z/2Z; K̃
Top,ρ

0,G (M)) = 0

where Z/2Z acts on K̃
Top,ρ

0,G (M) by inverting the cobordisms.

Proof. In [14], there is an exact sequence connecting the different equivariant K-groups:

K̃
PL

i,G(M)c → K̃
PL

i,G(M)→ K̃
Top

i,G (M)→ K̃
PL

i−1,G(M)c → . . . i ≤ 1

In [14], the equivariant K-groups admit a splitting as a direct sum indexed by the components of

the fixed point sets. The equivariant controlled groups split into a direct sum of controlled groups as

defined in Definition 2.5 ([4]). The vanishing of the Ki-groups, i ≤ −2, follows from the vanishing of

the lower K-groups of virtually infinite cyclic groups. That implies that the topological K−1-groups

are isomorphic to the cokernel of the forget control map. By Proposition 3.11, the forget control

map is an isomorphism, which implies the vanishing of the topological K−1-group. Similarly, the

topological K̃0-groups are given as the cokernel of the forget-control map. The first part of the

Proposition folows from 4.1. The last part of the proposition follows from the fact that K̃
Top,ρ

0,G (M)

is a summand of K̃
Top

0,G (M) and Theorem 4.1.
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